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The von-Karman-Pohlhausen averaging technique is
employed to build a reduced model for the flow of a shal-
low film from a sluice gate or impacting jet over a mov-
ing surface. The viscous drag exerted on the film by the
moving wall acts to arrest flow counter to the direction
of the wall’s motion, and force an adjustment towards
the wall speed. For a (normally) impacting jet, this re-
sults in a range of wall speeds for which a steady state
is reached in which all the fluid is eventually recirculated
to flow along the wall, with a distinctive “heel” forming
upstream of the impact region. For wall speeds below
this range, the flow counter to the wall cannot be ar-
rested, and unsteady states result. For wall speeds above
this range, a different steady state emerges in which fluid
is immediately diverted through and downstream of the
impact region, eliminating any heel. The steady, heeled
flow states predicted by the reduced model are in qual-
itative agreement with numerical simulations of the full
two-dimensional problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The impact of a high-speed jet on to a surface creates
a spreading, shallow fluid film that is familiar from a host
of everyday settings. In some situations, the outflowing
film meets a hydraulic jump, and a vein of previous lit-
erature has been aimed at rationalizing the location and
structure of that sudden change in depth (e.g. Refs. 2–
4, 7, and 20). The impact of a jet on an inclined or
vertical surface has also been of interest1,9,19. Here, we
consider a different aspect of the problem, namely the
dynamics of the spreading films generated by the impact
of a jet onto a moving surface. This version of the im-
pingement problem has been explored for circular jets on
moving planes, partly with the applications of cooling or
cleaning surfaces in mind (e.g. Refs. 5, 6, 16, 21–23).
The current discussion considers the corresponding two-
dimensional configuration, which is more like that arising
near impingement in the curtain coating process15.

Although there is some interest in the detailed dy-
namics in the vicinity of the area of impingement, the
high impact pressures that are generated there abruptly
divert the incoming fluid into films spreading in either
direction along the wall. We focus primarily on those
spreading films, relegating our discussion of the impact
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zone to a relatively crude treatment. The novelty of the
moving wall derives from the effect on these films: where
the film spreads in the direction of the wall’s motion, a
viscous boundary layer is expected to develop that ac-
celerates or brakes the film so that it reaches the wall
speed. The development of the boundary layer on the
other side, however, inevitably slows the outflow, caus-
ing fluid to pile up. The slowed fluid may then be carried
back underneath the outflowing film and jet. A key issue
is whether the wall motion thereby arrests the spreading
of fluid in that one direction, leading to a steady state
in which all the fluid is eventually recirculated back in
the direction of the wall. Alternatively, it may be pos-
sible that the fluid continues to spread counter to the
wall motion, piling up in depth all the while. Part of our
goal is to explore this issue and to map out the flow dy-
namics in detail. Although the detailed fluid dynamics
and the resolution of this key issue depend critically on
the two-dimensional nature of the problem, one still en-
visions that some aspects may bear on the more practical
problem of the three-dimensional impact of a circular
jet on a moving plane.

Our analysis proceeds by exploiting the shallowness
of the spreading films and using boundary-layer theory.
In particular, we use the von Karman-Pohlhausen aver-
aging scheme to develop shallow layer equations for the
film. Unlike many conventional approaches, we consider
the time-dependent version of the boundary-layer anal-
ysis in order to avoid the awkward possibility that no
steady state exists. The averaging scheme allows us to
capture the almost inviscid currents diverted from the jet
as well as the viscous boundary layer underneath. The
theory accounts for the incoming mass and impact pres-
sures from the jet using the relatively simple, but crude,
device of adding prescribed sources of mass and momen-
tum to the shallow-layer equations. Although the ap-
proximations that we employ in the analysis are therefore
relatively rough, they lead to a simple model that allows
us to take the first steps in interrogating the complexi-
ties of the impingement problem with a moving wall. As
an alternative, one might try to avoid the von Karman-
Pohlhausen averaging, and use the full boundary-layer
equations, as has been done for steady jet impingement
on stationary or rotating surfaces2,7,18. However, incor-
porating the effects of unsteadiness and the counter flow
induced by the moving wall renders such an approach
more challenging. Awkwardly, the boundary-layer equa-
tions also do not remain valid over the relatively small
scale of the impact zone, demanding a match to a sep-
arate solution for this finer region (e.g. Ref. 18), the
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the model geometries considered for the
boundary-layer theory. In (a) and (b), fluid moves through
a gate at x = 0 with uniform horizontal speed VJ on to a
surface travelling at speed VW . In (c), a uniform jet impacts
the moving wall instead.

transparency of which is again obscured by unsteadiness
and counter flow.

We pave our way to the two-dimensional (slot) jet
problem by first considering two simpler problems with-
out the complication of an impact region: when the wall
is stationary, the outflows to the left and right are sym-
metrical, each being similar to that formed from an out-
flow from a sluice gate (i.e. a line source of momen-
tum with a prescribed depth). This is the analogue of
the two-dimensional problem considered by Watson20,
although he considered only the steady state in which
a hydraulic jump appeared further from the source due
to downstream effects. By contrast, as a first problem, we
consider the time-dependent version of Watson’s configu-
ration in which the outflow advances over the plane in the
manner of a gravity current (although we ignore gravity).
The impact zone underneath the jet is thereby replaced
by a suitable boundary condition. To understand the
spreading characteristics, we draw inspiration from liter-
ature on spreading flows described by Saint-Venant-type
equations8. Our second problem adds a moving wall to
this problem of a time-dependent outflow from a source,
allowing the fluid to be directed in the same sense or op-
posite to the motion of the wall. These two problems
provide convenient building blocks in understanding the
full jet problem.

Finally, we compare the results of the boundary-layer
theory with simulations of the full two-dimensional prob-
lem. As the averaging theory is not based on any true
asymptotic reduction, the best one may hope for in such
a comparison is qualitative agreement. Indeed, we find
that a number of the detailed results predicted by the
boundary-layer analysis are borne out by the numerical
computations.

II. TIME-DEPENDENT BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

A. Model formulation

As sketched in figure 1, we consider the flow of a two-
dimensional, shallow film of incompressible fluid over a
planar moving surface. The fluid is introduced onto the
plane either from a line source (mimicking a sluice gate)
or an impacting jet. The geometry is described using a
Cartesian coordinate system (x, z) in which the plane is
located along z = 0 and moves with speed V

W
in the

positive x−direction. In the first configuration (figure
1(a,b)), the line source lies at the origin, and directs fluid
of a prescribed depth either to the right or left with a
horizontal velocity of ±V

J
. For the second (figure 1(c)),

the central axis of the jet is aligned with the z−axis and
we take the incoming fluid to have uniform speed V

J
and

width d.
In the boundary-layer approximation, the governing

equations of mass and momentum conservation for a two-
dimensional incompressible fluid film take the form,

ux + wz = 0, (1)

ut + uux + wuz = −ρ−1px + νuzz, (2)

0 = −ρ−1pz, (3)

where (u(x, z, t), w(x, z, t)) denotes the velocity field,
p(x, z, t) is the pressure, ρ is the density, ν denotes the
kinematic viscosity, and we have ignored gravity. We de-
note the top surface of the film by h(x, t); in the absence
of surface tension, the kinematic and stress conditions on
this free surface demand

ht + uhx = w
p = 0, uz = 0

}
on z = h(x, t). (4)

1. Line sources

To model a line source we imagine that there is a gate
of height 1

2d through which the fluid moves uniformly at

speed V
J
. Thus, there is horizontal flux of 1

2dVJ
at x = 0.

When Reynolds numbers are relatively high, a viscous
boundary layer forms at the bottom of the film flowing
out from the source. With distance, this layer diffuses
up through the fluid, adjusting flow speeds towards the
wall speed in the case that the source directs flow to the
right, or slowing the fluid to prompt a pile up of the fluid
when the source directs flow to the left. If we denote the
thickness of the viscous boundary layer by δ(x, t), the
boundary conditions to impose at the source are

h = 1
2d

u = ±V
J

δ = 0

 at x = 0. (5)

Further from the source, the viscous boundary layer con-
sumes the plug-like outflow from the source to furnish
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δ(x, t) = h(x, t). The top surface speed u(x, h, t) then no
longer matches ±V

J
, leaving a fully developed shear flow;

cf. figure 1(a,b). Note that the first boundary condition
in (5) precludes any backflow from reaching to the gate,
a feature that can lead to inconsistencies, as we mention
later.

2. The impact zone underneath the jet

The impact of the jet with the moving wall generates a
pressure that sharply diverts the uniform downflow into
shallow films that spread largely horizontally in either di-
rection. The zone where impact pressures are high occu-
pies a region of scale d around the origin, and the diverg-
ing flow here is largely unaffected by viscosity. Only over
a much longer horizontal scale L do viscous effects come
into play to control spreading. The diverging flow over
the impact zone is therefore close to potential flow10,11.
However, unlike for a stationary surface, fluid spreading
against the motion of the wall can be viscously arrested
and then carried back underneath the impacting jet, el-
evating the incoming potential flow above the returning
layer and complicating the possible flow patterns (see fig-
ure 1(c)).

Directly underneath the jet, fluid rains down at speed
V

J
into the film and there is no free surface. We never-

theless continue to identify the level z = h(x, t) as the
upper surface of the film, supplementing the kinematic
condition there with the mass flux from the jet:

ht + uhx = w + V
J
Θ
(
1
2d− |x|

)
on z = h(x, t). (6)

where Θ(x) denotes Heaviside’s step function.
The jet also adds a source of horizontal momentum to

the film through the gradient of the impact pressure. In
particular, over a distance of order d, the impact pressure
diverts the incoming flow sideways to spread at speed V

J
.

We account for this crudely by setting

px = −ρV
J

2 d

dx

(
1
2uI

2
)
, (7)

where u
I
(x) denotes the local horizontal speed to which

the impact pressure drives the fluid, scaled by the jet
speed. Practically, we adopt the simple model

u
I

= tanh
αx

d
, (8)

which provides an impact pressure that matches that
observed in the numerical simulations of the full two-
dimensional problem reported in §V for α ≈ 1 (the value
we adopt below).

These depth-independent side flows from the jet sit
above fluid that is slowed or redirected by the viscous
interaction with the moving wall. Thus, one anticipates
that, at least to begin with, there is a superficial layer of
fluid in the neighbourhood of the impact zone that moves

at speed V
J
u

I
(x), overlying a viscous shear flow. As be-

fore, we take the sheared viscous region to have thick-
ness δ(x, t), so that the overlying, nearly inviscid flow
with u(x, z, t) = V

J
u

I
(x) occupies δ < z < h. Again,

this plug-like sideways flow becomes consumed by the
viscous layer sufficiently far from the impact zone (fur-
nishing δ(x, t) = h(x, t)), to either leave a fully developed
shear flow or redirect all the fluid into the direction of the
wall; cf. figure 1(c).

B. Reduction

1. δ(x, t) < h(x, t)

Where the film possesses a superficial inviscid flow,
the upper fluid has flow speed u(x, h, t) = V

J
u

T
(x, t) =

V
J
u

I
(x), where uT is the upper fluid’s y-velocity com-

ponent as a function of x and t, and u
I

= ±1 for the line
source, or is generated by the impact pressure gradient
via (7)–(8) for the jet. In either case, we then approx-
imate the full vertical profile of the horizontal velocity
by

u(x, z, t) = V
J
×
{
u

W
+ Uf(ζ), 0 ≤ z ≤ δ,

u
T
, δ ≤ z ≤ h. , (9)

where

U = u
T
− u

W
, ζ =

z

δ
, u

W
=
V

W

V
J

. (10)

For the moment, we leave open the choice for the profile
function, which satisfies

f(0) = f ′(1) = 0, f(1) = 1, f ′(0) = c0, (11)

cj =

∫ 1

0

[f(ζ)]jdζ (j 6= 0), (12)

for some constants c0, c1 and c2. Later, however, we
adopt the simple parabola f(ζ) = ζ(2−ζ), implying c0 =
2, c1 = 2

3 and c2 = 8
15 . Other choices are possible, with

higher order polynomials useful in imposing additional
constraints in the boundary-layer theory. However, as
discussed by Majdalani & Xuan14, the relatively simple
parabolic profile offers a useful first choice.

The depth integral of the continuity equation (1), in
conjunction with the kinematic condition (6) now fur-
nishes

ht + V
J
(u

W
h+ q)x = V

J
Θ
(
1
2d− |x|

)
, (13)

where we write the material flux as∫ h

0

u dz = V
J

(u
W
h+ q) , (14)

which in view of the profile (9), must also equal V
J
[u

W
h+

Uc1δ + U(h− δ)], and so

q ≡ U [h− (1− c1)δ]. (15)
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Given that (2) may be rewitten as

(u− V
J
u

I
)t + [u(u− V

J
u

I
)]x + [w(u− V

J
u

I
)]z

+ V
J
(u− V

J
u

I
)u

I

′ = νuzz,
(16)

an integral of the momentum equation over the sheared
region also provides

(c1 − 1)Uδt + V
J
[uwU(c1 − 1)δ + U2(c2 − c1)δ]x+

+ V
J
u

I

′U(c1 − 1)δ = −νuz(x, 0, t)

V
J

= −νc0U
δ

.

(17)
After a little algebra, and in conjunction with (13) and
(15), this relation may be turned into an evolution equa-
tion for the variable q:

qt + V
J

[U(u
I
h− V δ)]x = −νc0

U

δ

+ V
J

[
hu

I
u

I

′ + UΘ
(
1
2d− |x|

)]
,

(18)

where

V = u
I
(1− c2) + u

W
(c2 − c1). (19)

2. δ(x, t) = h(x, t)

Once the viscous boundary layer consumes the entire
film, the top horizontal velocity u

T
(x, t) is no longer equal

to u
I
(x), and instead of (9) we have

u(x, z, t) = V
J
[u

W
+ Uf(ζ)], ζ =

z

h
. (20)

If we now set

q = c1hU = c1h(u
T
− u

W
), (21)

the material flux is still (14), leaving the depth-integrated
mass conversation in the form (13). The depth-integral
of the momentum equation now gives

qt + V
J

(
uwq +

c2q
2

c21h

)
x

= −νc0q
c1h2

+ V
J

[
hu

I
u

I

′ +
q

c1h
Θ
(
1
2d− |x|

)]
.

(22)

C. Dimensionless model

We remove dimensions from the model equations by
defining the scaled variables,

(ĥ, δ̂, q̂) =
2

d
(h, δ, q), t̂ =

V
J

L
t, x̂ =

x

L
, (23)

where the horizontal lengthscale is given by

L =
c1VJ

d2

4c0ν
= 1

2d Re
J

c1
2c0

, Re
J

=
V

J
d

ν
, (24)

and Re
J

is the Reynolds number. For the jet, the width
then becomes −xs < x < xs, with

xs =
d

2L
≡ 2c0
c1Re

J

, (25)

and the dimensionless model equations, after dropping
the hat decoration, can be written compactly as

ht + u
W
hx + qx = S,

qt +Mx = hu
I
u

I

′ + US − c1U

δ
, (26)

where

δ = Min

(
h,

Uh− q
U(1− c1)

)
, U = u

T
− u

W
,

M =

u
W
q +

c2q
2

c21h
, h = δ (u

T
= u

W
+

q

c1h
6= u

I
),

U (u
I
h− V δ) , h > δ (u

T
= u

I
),

u
I

= tanh

(
αx

2xs

)
, S(x) =

1

xs
Θ(xs − |x|).

V = u
I
(1− c2) + u

W
(c2 − c1). (27)

The equations for line sources are similar, except that
we set S = 0 and u

I
= ±1, and impose the boundary

conditions, h(0, t) = 1 and q(0, t) = U = u
I
− u

W
(or

δ(0, t) = 0).
We solve the model equations numerically as an initial-

value problem by placing a grid on a finite computational
domain with 0 < |x| < L2 or −L1 < x < L2. We assume
that h = δ = h∞ and q = 0 for x < −L1 and x > L2,
and adopt initial conditions with h ≥ h∞ everywhere,
with h∞ > 0 a small parameter characterizing a thin
pre-wetted film. We then discretize spatial derivatives
using the first or second-order schemes of Kurgansky &
Tadmor (2000), and solve the resulting set of coupled
ODEs using MATLAB’s ODE15s. Practically, we take
h∞ = 10−2 or less, and use a grid of 800 or 1600 points.
Prewetting the moving wall in this fashion avoids any
need to explicitly consider the moving free boundaries at
the front and back edges of the fluid, x = xf,b(t), where
(h, q)→ 0. Instead, we define these edges as the locations
where h = 2.5 × h∞. By changing the value of h∞, we
have confirmed that this parameter does not play a major
role in the dynamics.

Note that, in principle, the relative shallowness of
the film (or equivalently high Reynolds number) im-
plies that we should take the width of the jet to have
xs = d/(2L) � 1 (the vertical scale is O(d), whereas
L provides a characteristic horizontal lengthscale). In
practice, we relax this constraint somewhat, allowing the
impact zone to be somehat small, but not especially so,
in order to have some resolution of this region within the
boundary-layer framework.

As remarked earlier, in all the examples we present be-
low, we choose the profile constants c0 = 2, c1 = 2

3 and

c2 = 8
15 , and set α = 1 for the impact pressure distri-

bution. The key remaining dimensionless parameters are
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the velocity ratio u
W

(dimensionless wall speed) and the
jet width xs (or, equivalently, the Reynolds number; see
(25)).

III. LINE SOURCES

A. Stationary wall (uw = 0, xs → 0)

We first retire to Watson’s problem and consider a sta-
tionary wall. In this setting, the outflow is left-right sym-
metrical, so we simplify the problem by shrinking the
impact zone to a point, xs → 0, and launching a uni-
form flow from the origin with depth h(0, t) = 1 and flux
q(0, t) = 1 (δ(0, t) = 0). The model equations simplify to

ht + qx = 0, δ = Min

(
h,
h− q
1− c1

)
. (28)

qt +

(
c2q

2

c21h

)
x

= − q

h2
, δ = h

(
u

T
=

q

c1h

)
,

qt + [h− (1− c2)δ]x = −c1
δ
, δ < h (u

T
= 1) .

(29)

A numerical solution to this set of equations is shown in
figure 2. The outflow creates a fluid step that travels to
the right with a speed close to t

1
2 , and leaves behind a

steady state.
The steady solution to the rear has constant flux q = 1,

and the profile

δ =

√
2c1x

c1 − c2
, h = 1 + (1− c1)δ, u

T
= 1 (30)

for x < (c1 − c2)/(2c31), and

h = δ =
3c2 − c1

2c1c2
+
c21x

c2
, uT = (c1h)−1 (31)

otherwise. This solution is also included in the figure.
Nearer the flow front, the solution takes a self-similar

form given by

h = δ = ∆(t)H(η), q = Q(η),

η =
x+ x0

∆
, x0 =

3c2 − c1
2c1c2

, ∆ = xf + x0,
(32)

where x = xf (t) denotes the fluid edge8. Equations (28)–
(29) become

λ(H − ηH ′) +Q′ = 0, (33)

−ληQ′ +
(
c2Q

2

c21H

)′
= − Q

H2
(34)

where

∆∆̇ = λ, or xf = ∆− x0 =
√
x20 + 2λt− x0 (35)

(using xf = 0 at t = 0). The solution must satisfy

Q ∼ λH ∼ c1

√
2λ(1− η)

c2 − c21
, for η → 1, (36)

and match to the steady flow behind,

Q→ 1 & H → c21
c2
η, as η � 1. (37)

We may solve (33)-(37) approximately by noting that
if the front region is relatively narrow, Q′ → 0 unless η
is close to 1. Then we may crudely solve (33) by taking

H ≈ c21
c2
ηQ & λ ≈ c2

c21
, (38)

which automatically incorporates a pair of the boundary
and matching conditions. A similar approximation of
equation (34) then gives

−Q
′

η
+

(
c2Q

c21η

)′
≈ − c2

c31η
2Q

, (39)

furnishing

Q ≈
√

1− η2c2/(c2−c21). (40)

The self-similar solution extracted from the numerical
computation of the initial-value problem is illustrated in
figure 2, and compared to a direct construction from (33)-
(37), and the approximation in (40). As noted by Hogg
& Pritchard8, the system in (33)-(37) admits solutions
that are continuous in η but suffer a jump in derivative.
Indeed, the solution computed and shown in figure 2 has
a discontinuous derivative for η ≈ 0.808, where the flux
abruptly switches from a declining function at larger η
to Q = 1. This switch indicates that there is only a
relatively narrow self-similar region, which underscores
the approximation leading to (40).

Note that, as the film thickens, gravity is likely to be-
come more significant (Hogg & Pritchard8). Similarly,
surface tension may well play a role if the film develops
abrupt changes in depth (as for some of the solutions
reported below). In the interest of simplicity, we have
ignored both effects in the current paper, although they
could be straightforwardly built into the modeling frame-
work. The importance of these effects in practice can be
gauged by estimating the Froude number V

J
/
√
gd and

Weber number ρV
J

2d/σ, where g is the gravitational ac-
celeration and σ is the surface tension.

B. Line source with a moving wall (xs → 0, uW 6= 0)

A generalization of Watson’s problem is to allow the
line source at x = 0 (with h(0, t) = 1, δ(0, t) = 0 and
q(0, t) = ±1− u

W
) to launch fluid above a moving wall.
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FIG. 2. Numerical solution for a stationary wall (uW = 0, x > 0) computed imposing a flux and depth of q = h = 1 at x = 0.
(a) shows snaphosts of h, δ and uT at the times indicated. The dots show the steady-state solution. The time series of the
position of the fluid edge xf (t) is plotted in (b), along with the prediction in (35) (dotted). In panel (c), the numerical solutions
for t ≥ 3 (each spaced by 0.2 time units) are replotted, scaling variables according to the similarity solution; the thicker dashed
grey lines show the numerical solution of (33)-(37) (which gives λ ≈ 1.3), and the dot-dashed lines indicate the approximation
given by (40). The vertical line at η ≈ 0.808 locates where the self-similar solution has a jump in derivative.
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FIG. 3. Numerical solutions for a line source above a wall moving in the same direction (uW 6= 0, x > 0). Solutions for (a)
uW = 3

2
and (b) 2

5
are presented, plotting snapshots of h(x, t) (blue) and δ(x, t) (red) above, and uT (x, t) below. Panel (c)

shows time series of xf (t). The times of the snapshots in (a,b) are indicated by the dots in (c) (only the first four snapshots
can be distinguished in (a)). The asymptotes uW and uW

−1 are shown by light grey dashed lines in (a); the black dashed lines
show the steady-state soutions. The red dashed lines in (c) indicate the flow front xf (t) predicted by the steady-state solution.

When the wall moves in the direction of the outflow (u
I

=
1 and x ≥ 0), the source again generates a travelling fluid
step behind which the flow converges to steady state, as
illustrated in figure 3. The motion of the wall, however,

accelerates (panel (a)) or brakes (panel (b)) the step,
which converges to the wall speed at late times, with no
self-similar structure appearing nearby.

The case of an outflow above a counter moving wall is
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uT (x, t) are plotted in (a). In (b), we plot time series of xb(t), hmax(t) and the position of the jump xs(t). The times of the
snapshots in (a) are indicated by the dots in (b). The thicker (black) dashed lines in (a) show the steady state solution, which
disappears at the position marked by a star; the thinner (green) dashed lines indicate (42) with uT = 0.3. The top left inset
shows a magification of the region near the source.

more interesting; see figure 4. In this case, for wall speeds
u

W
< (c1−c2)/(1+c2−2c1) (equal to 2

3 for our parameter
settings), another steady solution exists adjacent to the
source, satisfying

u
W
h+ q = −1 and Mx = −c1U

δ
. (41)

However, this solution terminates a finite distance from
the source once the incoming momentum flux becomes
unable to balance the net drag on the current. In the
initial-value problem (see figure 4), the consequence is
that a widening step propagates out from the source, ini-
tially leaving behind the steady state. But once the step
moves past the termination point of the steady solution,
a jump forms instead that then propagates back towards
the source. This feature is the analogue of the hydraulic
jump in Watson’s problem. Unlike Watson’s jump, how-
ever, which is prompted by the presence of an existing
steady flow in the far field, the jump here is induced by
the backflow created by the motion of the wall.

To the left of the jump, the fluid layer deepens with
time (allowing the momentum flux to counter the net
drag), with the surface velocity becoming almost spa-
tially constant at late times. The latter feature is char-
acteristic of an approach to a travelling-wave solution
with

q ≈ c1Uh ≈ (ẋf − uW
)h,

h ≈

√
2c1(x− xf )

U(c2 − c21)

(42)

(since h = δ), which gives a convenient approximation
to the form of the solution beyond the jump; see figure

4(a), The flow front advances roughly as t
1
2 at this stage

(figure 4(b)), but once the jump reaches x = 0, it in-
terferes with the source conditions and the solutions no
longer maintain constant flux, leading us to conclude the
computation.

With faster wall speeds, u
W
> (c1− c2)/(1 + c2− 2c1),

no steady solution exists anywhere. In the initial-value
problem with such wall speeds, fluid immediately begins
to deepens at the source, creating a jump there that again
interferes with the source conditions. The cure for this
problematic behaviour is to permit a flux back across
the source, which is accounted for in the full jet problem,
considered next.

IV. JETS

A. Convergence to steady states for uW > 2

Turning now to the full jet problem (with a finite im-
pact zone and computational domain −L1 < x < L2),
figure 5 shows a sample computation with uw = 3 and
xs = 1

8 . The computation kicks off from a square ini-
tial condition with unit depth under the jet, so that
h(x, 0) = h∞ + Θ(xs − |x|) and q(x, 0) = 0. The
fluid spreads sideways (in the positive and negative x-
directions) and deepens, fed by the incoming slot jet.
The right-hand edge travels swiftly out of the computa-
tional domain, following a similar pattern to that seen
for a line source on a wall moving in the flow direction
with u

W
> 1 (§III B and figure 3): the fluid layer thins

with distance and the edge accelerates up to the wall
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FIG. 5. Numerical solution to the initial-value for a jet with uW = 3 and xs = 1
8
, launched from the initial condition,

h(x, 0) = h∞ + Θ(xs − |x|) and δ(x, 0) = 0. Panel (a) shows snapshots of h, δ and uT ; the times of the snapshots are indicated
in the lower inset, which plots the time series of the front and back edges, xf (t) and xb(t), and the position where the boundary
layer consumes the entire film, xc(t). The dashed lines in (a) show the initial condition h(x, 0) and steady-state solution. The
upper inset shows a rendition of the three-dimensional surface h(x, t) (with the edges of the jet shaded grey). Panel (b) shows
a selection of steady-state streamlines.

speed. To the left of the impact zone, the fluid slows
and the left-hand edge x = xb(t) eventually brakes to a
halt at some position xb → −xh. At this stage, the flow
reaches steady state within the computational domain.
The fluid directed to the left of the jet becomes recircu-
lated around underneath the impact zone, with all the
fluid entering the domain exiting through the right-hand
edge. The final steady state can be constructed explicitly,
as described in Appendix A and also plotted in figure 5.

The recirculation of the final steady state can be ob-
served in the streamline pattern displayed in figure 5(c),
which plots level curves of the streamfunction (defined
such that u = ψz and w = −ψx),

ψ =

{
u

T
z − 1

3uT
δ + 1

3uW
δ, δ < z ≤ h,

u
W
z + (u

T
− u

W
)(δ−1z2 − 1

3δ
−2z3), 0 ≤ z ≤ δ.

(43)
In the final state, h 6= 1 + δ at the edges of the impact
zone, as might be expected if the jet inflow splits equally
above z = δ(x, t) into the two inviscid currents diverted
to either side (as sketched in figure 1). Instead, we ob-
serve that the underlying recirculated fluid coupled with

the finite extent of the impact zone lead to viscous mod-
ifications of the incoming flow. Consequently, within the
impact zone, a fraction of the streamlines from the jet
intersect the level z = δ(x, t).

A series of steady-state solutions for xs = 1
8 and vary-

ing u
W

is shown in figure 6, and for varying xs with
u

W
= 3 in figure 7. The first series is limited to wall

speeds u
W

> 2 (Appendix A): when u
W

< 2, a fully
consumed film (δ = h) develops to the left of the impact
zone at u

W
= 2 eliminating any steady solution. The

series also terminates at higher wall speeds (u
W
≈ 11.25)

when the left-hand flow front x = xb ≡ −xh reaches the
lefthand edge of the jet at x = −xs. Note that a bump
develops in the free surface to the left of the impact zone
for the smaller wall speeds shown in figure 6, a feature
connected to the development of an underlying eddy in
the flow pattern (see the inset plot of the flow pattern
for u

W
= 2). Also, the solutions with u

W
= 10 and 11.2

develop a jump in depth at the position where δ meets h
(Appendix A).

In figure 7, the series of solutions at fixed u
W

show
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FIG. 6. Steady state solutions for xs = 1
8

and uW = 2, 2.125, 2.333, 2.666, 3.333, 5 and 10. The insets show the flow pattern
for uW = 2 (left) and the details of the solution with uW = 10 (right), along with another for uW = 11.2. The stars indicate
the jump in h arising for uW = 10 and 11.2; the dots show the depths hR and hL where x = ± 1

5
(xh + 4xs).
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FIG. 7. Steady solutions for uW = 3 and the values of xs indicated. The dots again show the depths hR and hL where
x = ± 1

5
(xh + 4xs).
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FIG. 8. (a) Heel lengths, xh, and (b) the depth ratio, hR/hL , against wall speed uW for xs = 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 0.0336, 0.08,
1
8
, 0.2, 0.275 and 0.4 (coloured from red to blue). In (a) the stars indicate where the heel meets the impact zone, and the gray

dashed line shows (44). The filled circles show results from the numerical simulations reported in §V, all for xs = 0.0336.

the convergence to a solution with jumps in h and δ as
xs → 0. The limiting discontinuous solution is explored
further in Appendix A, where the jump across the impact
zone is rationalized in terms of the net force balance over
this region. For wider impact zones, we gauge the left-

right asymmetry in the film depths by recording the ratio
h

R
/h

L
, where h

R
and h

L
are the local depths where x =

± 1
5 (xh + 4xs) and xh is the length of the heel (i.e. at

positions outside the impact zone, by a fraction of the
heel; cf. figures 6 and 7). Figure 8 shows how the heel
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lengths and depth ratio h
R
/h

L
depends on u

W
for several

values of xs. The heel lengths do not show much variation
with jet width xs, aside from where they intersect the
impact zone, leading to the disappearance of the solution
(as indicated by the stars). The depth ratio h

R
/h

L
is

mostly smaller than unity, reflecting the build-up of fluid
in the heel; only when the heel approaches the impact
zone or at the very highest wall speeds is h

R
> h

L
.

In Appendix A, for xs → 0, we derive the relation

xh =
u

W
(1 + c2 − 2c1)

2c1(1− c1)2(u
W

+ 1)2
×[

1− c1 − c2
u

W
(1 + c2 − 2c1)

] 2−c2−c1
c2−c1

.

(44)

This limit is also included in figure 8, and provides a
fair approximation for the smaller jet widths presented
(xs < 0.1). Note that, in dimensional units, the heel
length is

c1VJ
d2

4c0ν
xh(u

W
, xs) ≡ 1

2d Re
J

c1
2c0

xh

(
V

W

V
J

,
2c0
c1Re

J

)
.

B. Unsteady states for uW < 2

Solutions illustrating the dynamics for lower u
W

are
displayed in figure 9. With u

W
= 0, the fluid diverges

symmetrically from the impact zone, with the bound-
ary layer quickly consuming the film. The presence of a
finite impact zone does not, however, lead to a very dif-
ferent solution structure to that seen for the line source
considered in III A; self-similar regions near the left and
right fluid fronts advance roughly as t

1
2 (the snapshots

are spaced equally in t2), with the flow behind converg-
ing to a steady state in which the flow depth increases
linearly with position.

When u
W
6= 0, and as for a line source directed with

the wall (§III B), the fluid to the right of the impact zone
either slows (u

W
< 1) or accelerates up (u

W
> 1) to the

wall speed, deepening or thinning the fluid layer, repec-
tively. For u

W
= 0.4, the left-going flow follows the pat-

tern found earlier for a line source on a counter-moving
wall (§III B and figure 4): the flow converges initially to a
steady state (with finite left-going flux). But that steady
state then terminates, and the solution of the initial-value
problem then develops a jump that travels back towards
the impact zone. All the while, fluid continues to deepen
and move left, with the solution converging towards the
travelling-wave form

u
T
∼ constant & h2 ∼ 2c1(x− xb)

U(c2 − c21)
, (45)

analogous to (42).
With u

W
> 2

3 , and no steady state to the left of the
impact zone, the solutions of the initial-value problem

deepen immediately in x < −xs, developing an abrupt
step that enters the impact zone. The step regulates the
fluxes delivered to the left and right, which then drift
with time. For the solution with u

W
= 1.5 shown in

figure 9(c,e), the slow increase in the rightward flux leads
to a gradual deepening of the film in x > xs.

C. Alternative steady states

A more curious result is that the solutions shown in
figures 5 and 6 are not the only ones possible for the pa-
rameters settings chosen: if, for example, we launch the
computation in figure 5 with u

W
= 3 from the pre-wetted

film alone (i.e. h = h∞ and q = 0 at t = 0), a differ-
ent steady state develops in which the layer is fully con-
sumed by the boundary layer everywhere, as shown in fig-
ure 10(a). With this initial condition, the fluid becomes
swept leftwards immediately and no embedded boundary
layer ever develops. Instead, the solution converges to a
different steady state without a heel, that can again be
constructed directly, as outlined in Appendix A.

The alternative steady states exist over a wider range
of walls speeds to those with heels. In figure 10(b),
we plot the alternative solutions corresponding to those
shown earlier in figure 6 for xs = 1

8 and a selection of val-
ues of uw. For this value of xs, the heel-less states exist
down to wall speeds just below u

W
= 1 (see Appendix A).

They are also the steady states reached whenever initial-
value computations are kicked off from the pre-wetted
film alone for all uw > 1.5 (for smaller wall speeds, these
initial-value problems again become time dependent).

It also turns out that once the steady states with
heels are lost at higher u

W
, the initial-value compu-

tations launched from the initial conditions, h(x, 0) =
h∞ + Θ(xx − |x|) and δ(x, 0) = 0, approach the heel-
less steady state as well. In other words, when the heel
enters the impact zone, there is a sudden switch of the
steady state. Although it seems plausible that heel-less
steady states arise at higher wall speeds if the impact
zone has finite size, the persistence of these states to low
wall speeds sounds less realistic. It is possible that these
solutions are an artefact of the approximations made in
the reduction to the shallow-layer model, and, in partic-
ular, our relatively crude treatment of the impact zone.

V. COMPARISON TO NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We compare the predictions of the shallow-layer theory
with computations using Ansys FLUENT software. This
code employs the volume-of-fluid method to locate the
interface between the fluid descending in the jet and a
second ambient fluid with the physical properties of air.
The computational domain, in the dimensionless units of
§II C is a 192xs × 16 rectangle, extending from −120xs
on the left to x = 72xs on the right. Boundary condi-
tions of no slip are imposed along z = 0, and “pressure-
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FIG. 9. Shallow layer solutions, launched from the initial condition, h(x, 0) = h∞ + Θ(xs − |x|) and δ(x, 0) = 0 (indicated by
dotted lines), showing snaphots of h, δ and uT at the values of uW and times indicated; xs = 1

8
. For uw > 0, the dashed lines

show a fitted constant value for uT and the resulting approximation for h in (45). The lower panels show corresponding time
series of (d) the fluid edges, xf (t) and xb(t), and (e) the leftward and rightward fluxes, |QL| and QR, at the edges of the jet
(x = ±xs). The symbols indicate the times of the snapshots in (a)-(c).

outlet” conditions are prescribed along the vertical side
walls and the top, except where the jet enters the do-
main. For the latter, at z = 16 and −xs ≤ x ≤ xs, we
set (u,w) = (0,−1). The computations are commenced
from the moment that the jet reaches the moving wall;
i.e. such that there is an initial column of liquid oc-
cupying −xs ≤ x ≤ xs and 0 < z < 16 with velocity
(u,w) = (0,−1). Evolution is continued until a steady

state is reached, if one arises, or until the main features
of the dynamics are evident.17

Figure 11 displays the steady state reached for a sam-
ple numerical solution with Re

J
= 180 and u

W
= 3,

which corresponds to using the shallow-layer model with
a dimensionless jet width of xs = 0.0336. The top
panel of the figure displays the pressure distribution, in-
terface position and sample streamlines from the two-
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FIG. 10. (a) The Shallow layer solution launched from the pre-wetted film alone (h(x, 0) = h∞ and uT (x, 0) = uW ) with
xs = 1

8
and uw = 3, showing snaphots of h = δ and uT − uW at the times indicated. The dashed lines show the steady-state

solution. More steady state solutions are shown in (b) for the same values of uW as presented in figure 6.

FIG. 11. Two-dimensional numerical solution for uW = 3 and ReJ = 180. The upper panel shows the interface (red line),
pressure distribution (grey shading, scaled by 1

2
ρVJ

2) and sample streamlines (thinner green lines). The (x, z)−spatial coor-

dinates are scaled with L and 1
2
d, respectively, as in the shallow layer theory. The lower panel shows the horizontal speed at

the interface (red). The thick black lines show h (solid), δ (dashed) and uT (solid, lower panel) for the shallow-layer theory
(xs ≡ d/(2L) = 0.0336). Also included in this panel are two more solutions with uW = 4 and 8 (again with ReJ = 180); the
corresponding interfaces, h(x) and δ(x) are displayed in the overlaid panel at the top right.

dimensional numerical solution; the lower panel shows
the horizontal velocity along the interface. As expected,
the pressure is largely uniform, and elevated only over
the impact zone. The plots also show the predictions of
the shallow-layer theory for levels z = h(x) and z = δ(x)
and the surface velocity u

T
(x), in the steady, heeled state

at this wall speed. An inset to the figure shows a similar
comparison of the numerically computed interface with
h(x) for two other values of u

W
; data for heel lengths and

depth ratios from more simulations are included in figure

8 (all with xs = 0.0336, or Re
J

= 180).

Overall, the comparison between the numerical simu-
lations and the shallow-layer model is satisfying, though
not quantitative: both simulations and model predict
steady states with heels, the profile of free surfaces are
largely similar, and the heel lengths and depth ratios
match fairly well. However, the finer features of the flow
pattern and free surface profile are not reproduced. For
example, the bump on the free surface of the heel (and
the corresponding eddy underneath) persists to higher
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FIG. 12. Two-dimensional numerical solution for uW = 2 and ReJ = 180, showing the final (steady) interface, pressure
distribution and sample streamlines. The inset shows the limiting shallow-layer solution for uW → 2 and xs = 0.0336. The
pressure distribution, streamlines and interface location follow the convention in figure 11.

wall speeds in the numerical solutions than in the model.
In the simulation for u

W
= 2, there are, in fact, multiple

bumps, each associated with noticeable pressure varia-
tions (see figure 12). For higher u

W
, there is also little

sign of a sharp change in surface slope near the point to
the right of the impact zone where the surface velocity
begins to decrease below V

J
(i.e. where δ(x, t) reaches

h(x, t)). These discrepancies may result because such
surface features do not conform to the shallow-layer scal-
ings.

Lowering the wall speed in the numerical computations
also demonstrates a loss of the steady, heeled solutions
(for Re

J
= 180). In the computations, the solution be-

comes unsteady between u
W

= 3
2 and u

W
= 2, in qualita-

tive, but not quantitative, agreement with the predictions
of the shallow-layer theory (at u

W
= 2, the theory also

overpredicts the heel length by about fifty percent; fig-
ure 12). Figure 13 compares results from the simulations
with the predictions of the shallow-layer theory for three
walls speeds u

W
< 2 (cf. figure 9). The simulations all

show how the spreading film continues to advance and
deepen to the left of the jet, as predicted by the model.
However, the heels for u

W
> 0 again show undulations

just to the left of the jet, degrading the comparison be-
tween model and simulation. Worse, short-wavelength
disturbances also develop to the left at late times in the
simulations, suggestive of a shear instability, that rapidly
breaks up the film (the incipient instability is visible on
the final interfaces plotted in figure 13(a,c)). No such fea-
tures appear when the wall is stationary (figure 13(e,f)),
and, indeed, the model is relatively successful in repro-
ducing the transient dynamics seen in the simulations for
this case. In fact, finer tuning of the constants, cj , could
clearly be made to bring the slope of the steady profiles
reached behind the advancing fluid front in figure 13(e)
into agreement (see (31), and the definition of the length-
scale L in (24) used to scale the simulation data).

Similarly, as predicted by the shallow-layer theory, the
steady, heeled states again disappear in the numerical
computations at higher wall speeds. This occurs for u

W

between 10 and 12 in the simulations, at this value of

Reynolds number (or xs), far lower than the limit arising
in the model (which is just above u

W
= 40). Moreover,

rather than converging to a different, unheeled steady
state, the solution in the numerical computations be-
comes time-dependent, with small-scale features develop-
ing from the impacting jet prompting splash-like dynam-
ics. Evidently, the full two-dimensional problem features
short-wavelength structures that cannot be captured by
our shallow-layer approximation.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have constructed a shallow-layer the-
ory for the spreading films created by the impact of a jet
on a moving surface. The construction follows the clas-
sical von Karman-Pohlhausen averaging technique, but
allows the flow to be unsteady and incorporates the in-
coming jet by including suitable sources of mass and (hor-
izontal) momentum. Once the viscous boundary layer
consumes the entire film, the theory becomes equivalent
to a shallow-water model with viscous drag (i.e. a St
Venant model with bottom friction stemming from the
viscous shear stress, as dictated by the prescribed veloc-
ity profile across the film), although we neglected gravity
in the present study.

We used the shallow-layer theory to explore the effect
of a varying wall speed on the film dynamics, although
along the way, we considered two simpler problems act-
ing as building blocks towards the full jet problem. The
first of these corresponds to the time-dependent version
of the two-dimensional problem considered by Watson20,
ignoring the development of any sudden jumps in depth
due to either downstream conditions or gravity. The
time-dependent spreading version of Watson’s problem
features a self-similar development of the fluid’s forward
edge. The second problem corresponds to a line source
(sluice gate) delivering a constant flux onto a wall moving
in the same or opposite direction.

In the full jet problem, steady states are found to be
possible only provided the ratio of the speeds of the wall
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FIG. 13. Comparison of numerical simulations with shallow-layer theory for (a)-(b) uW = 1.5, (c)-(d) uW = 0.4 and (e)-(f)
uW = 0, with ReJ = 180 (xs = 0.0336). Plotted in (a,c,e) are snapshots of the interface from the simulations (thicker blue), then
δ(x, t) and h(x, t) for the shallow-layer theory (red and lighter blue). Panels (b,d) show time series of the leftward and rightward
fluxes, QL(t) and QR(t), at x = ±2xs, the position of the lefthand fluid edge xb(t), and the depth hL(t) at x = 1

5
xb − 4

5
xs

(indicated by the stars in (a,c)). Panel (f) shows xb(t) and the maximum film depth away from the impact zone; in (e), we
show only the right-half of the domain, the solution being left-right symmetric about the origin. For (b,d,f), the circles show
data from the simulations (at the times of the snapshots in (a,c,e)); the lines are from the shallow-layer theory. For uW = 0.4
in (c), the volume-of-fluid simulations feature the entrainment of small bubbles of the ambient air.

and jet (u
W

, in our dimensionless notation) exceeds two.
These steady states feature a distinctive “heel” in which
the fluid directed against the wall’s motion becomes re-
circulated back underneath the jet, to leave no net flux
to that side of the jet (cf. Miyamoto & Katagiri15). Ap-
proaching the limit u

W
= 2 (from above), the flow in the

heel develops a distinctive bump in the free surface corre-
sponding to an underlying recirculating eddy in the flow
pattern. The length of the heel never exceeds 0.245dRe

J
,

where d and Re
J

= dV
J
/ν are the jet width and Reynolds

number (cf. figure 8 and §IV A).

Below the limit u
W

= 2, the wall motion is insufficient
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to stop the fluid from continually flowing away from the
impact zone. Nevertheless, the further the fluid propa-
gates away from the jet, the more viscous drag is exerted
by the moving wall, which prevents the flow from con-
verging to s steady state beyond some distance from the
jet. Thereafter, the fluid begins to pile up and form a
jump that propagates back towards the jet. Although
we have not explored the subsequent evolution in any
detail, the fluxes diverted to the left and right become
modified when the step reaches the impact zone, leaving
a time-dependent state in which the fluxes drift with time
and fluid continues to make progress against the wall.

The steady states for u
W

> 2 can also disappear if
the velocity ratio is increased too much and the end of
the heel migrates into the impact zone. The heel then
disappears, leaving a different steady solution in which
the film is fully consumed by the viscous boundary layer
everywhere and fluid nowhere flows against the motion
of the wall. In the shallow-layer theory, the transition
between the two steady states is abrupt, with the alter-
native steady state existing even at lower velocity ratios.

We have also compared the predictions of the shallow-
layer theory with numerical computations of the full two-
dimensional problem. Although the agreement is not
quantitative, the theory is qualitatively successful in pre-
dicting the overall structure of the steady states and their
disappearance at both low and high velocity ratios. How-
ever, the dynamics observed once the steady states are
lost is more complicated than found in the model.

Appendix A: Steady states

If the film reaches a steady state with all the fluid
eventually being redirected to flow in the direction of the
moving wall, then

Q(x) = u
W
h+ q =

 0, x < −xs,
(x+ xs)/xs, −xs < x < xs,
2, xs < x,

(A1)
and

dM

dx
= hu

I
u

I

′ + US − c1U

δ
. (A2)

Where δ < h, the flux condition (A1), indicates that

U(1− c1)δ = u
I
h−Q. (A3)

But at x = 0, Q = 1 and u
I

= 0, implying that

δ(0) = [u
W

(1− c1)]−1. (A4)

This condition can be used to initiate a numerical inte-
gration of (A2) over the impact zone.

To the left of the impact zone, a solution to (A1)-(A2)
cannot be found if δ = h. If δ < h, on the other hand,

(A2)-(A3) imply that

δ2 = [δ(x
L

)]2 +
2c1(x− x

L
)

u
W

(1 + c2 − 2c1)− c1 + c2
,

h = (1 + u
W

)(1− c1)δ,

(A5)

taking u
I

= −1 and S = 0 in (A2) for x < x
L

, where
x = x

L
denotes the lefthand edge of the impact zone.

Thus, provided u
W

(1 + c2 − 2c1) > c1 − c2 and (1 +
u

W
)(1 − c1) > 1, the fluid depth decreases to zero at a

finite position given by

xb = x
L
− [δ(x

L
)]2

2c1
[u

W
(1 + c2 − 2c1)− c1 + c2], (A6)

with the boundary layer persisting up to that edge. The
constraints on u

W
translate to u

W
> 2 for c1 = 2

3 and

c2 = 8
15 . For u

W
< 2, no steady state with δ < h to the

left of the impact zone is possible,
To the right of the impact zone, the boundary layer

solution with δ < h is

δ2 = [δ(x
R

)]2 +
2c1(x− x

R
)

c1 − c2 + u
W

(1 + c2 − 2c1)
,

h = 2 + (1− u
W

)(1− c1)δ,

(A7)

where x
R

is the righthand edge of the impact zone. That
is, the boundary layer thickens with distance from the
impact zone until it consumes the fluid layer with

h = δ =
2

c1 + u
W

(1− c1)
. (A8)

Thereafter, the fully developed shear flow satisfies

qx = − c21q

4c21 + (4− q)q(c2 − c21)
, h =

2− q
u

W

. (A9)

Note that qx diverges for q = 2+2
√
c2/(c2 − c21) ≈ 6.899,

which can arise for solutions at larger values of u
W

. A
jump then appears in the solution, as noted in §IV A.

In the limit xs → 0, the impact zone shrinks to a
point, with a jump in depth applying across x = 0. For
this limit, provided that h > δ, we may discard the final
drag term in (A2) and reduce equations (A1)-(A3) to

{Uδ[(c1− c2)u
I

+ (1 + c2− 2c1)u
W

]}x = −(1− c1)Uδu
I

′.
(A10)

Hence, in view of (A8) and u
W
> 1,

δ =
1

(1− c1)(u
W
− u

I
)

∣∣∣∣1 +
(c1 − c2)u

I

(1 + c2 − 2c1)u
W

∣∣∣∣−
(1−c2)

(c1−c2)

(A11)
Taking u

I
= ±1 now provides the jump in δ(x) across the

impact zone, from which the remainder of the solution
can be constructed. Figure 14 compares a solution for
xs = 10−3 with the limits implied by (A11). The fine
structure over the impact zone is sensitive to the detailed
form adopted for the impacting pressure gradient (i.e.
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FIG. 14. Steady state solution for xs = 10−3 and uW = 3. The stars indicate the limits predicted by (A11). The full solution is
shown in (a); a magnification of the impact zone is plotted in (b), with the dashed lines showing the fine structure of a solution
computed with the alternative choice, uI = Q− 1, where Q(x) is given by (A1).

u
I
(x)), but the jump condition in (A11) is not. This

is also illustrated in figure 14, which includes a solution
computed using the piece-wise linear ramp u

I
= Q − 1,

where Q(x) is given by (A1).
The jump across the impact zone results from a com-

bination of the mass influx from the jet and the net mo-
mentum injection. The latter is given by an integral of
the right-hand side of (A2) less the drag term:

Limxs→0

∫ xs

−xs

(hu
I
u

I

′ + US) dx. (A12)

A net injection of momentum arises because the impact
pressure exerts a net force when there is a jump in depth
across the impact zone (first term in (A12). In addition,
although the jet provides no net source of momentum in
the frame of the inflow, there is nevertheless an injection
in the frame of the wall (second term in (A12)).

The alternative steady solutions shown in figure 10(b)
are constructed by assuming that h = δ everywhere and
initiating a solution from x = −xs with h = q = 0.
Again, as xs → 0, the impact zone narrows to a point
across which the fluid depth jumps. These solutions exist
for u

W
> 1 for all xs, but disappear for u

W
≈ 0.7 at

xs = 1
8 , and u

W
≈ 0.92 for xs → 0.
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